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rarely accessed it.
Wine Enthusiast is another U.S. wine publication which is similar to Wine Spectator
but in smaller format. It also produces a “Top
100 Wine List” and features in-depth reviews
of wine regions worldwide, including helpful
travel hints for the areas being profiled.
A final publication of note is Decanter, published in the United Kingdom. Historically,
Decanter used a one-to-five star wine evaluation system. For many years, a numerical scale
of 12-20 was used. Within the star system
(e.g., five-star incorporates 20-18.5; four-stars
includes 18.4-16.5; three-stars includes 16.49
–14.5.; two-stars includes 14.49–12.5; and onestar includes 12.49–10.5. Recently, the differentiation extends to one one-hundredth of a
point (e.g., 17.89).
While all five publications are useful, I
prefer advertising-free options, such as Wine
Advocate and International Wine Review. The
four U.S. publications seem to be uniform in
evaluating wines worldwide, while I prefer Decanter for European wines (especially French)
and I prefer the others for Italian and U.S. reviews.
As noted in the other QB article referencing ‘points,’ I feel it’s more important to read
the adjectives and descriptions of wine notes
than to buy based on points. While I take note
of publications which differentiate by single
points (much less by tenths or hundredths of
a point), your palate is different from anyone
else’s and therefore only by trying different
wines can you decide on your favorites.
For those of you who buy fine wine to put
away and drink after it ages to perfection, it
is of paramount importance to keep it under
proper cellar conditions. Recently, as in many
past occasions, I had a 24-year-old wine (in this
case, a 1987 Spottswood Cabernet Sauvignon)
which was outstanding, even though professional tasters had recently been disappointed
by almost all older (10+ years) vintages from
this producer. Provenance, along with your
palette, are the most important factors relative
to a wine’s quality, regardless of the rating upon
release.
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